
IBM Introduces A New 3-Way Merge Tool!
By Marsha O’Brien, IBM SCLM Suite Marketing

IBM has just announced the IBM Merge Tool for z/OS™ and OS/390® !  The IBM Merge
Tool is an easy to use ISPF-based 3-way merge facility that provides both project
managers and S/390®  application developers with the tools they need to identify,
analyze and consolidate (merge) independently coded changes.

 

There are many reasons why changes may need to be made in parallel  - an
emergency fix, concurrent development, multiple release development or maintenance,
customization of vendor application code - but a common process for managing the
consolidation of those changes is necessary.  You need to:

y Identify the changed components
y Analyze the complexity 
y Merge and review the changes
y Address any merge conflicts
y Create merged source
y Test the merged output.

The IBM Merge Tool can help you efficiently use and manage this process to merge up
to three versions of source code.  In situations where the code complexity is low and
there is no overlap among the changes, then the Merge Tool can be used to  perform a
merge automatically.  In most cases, though, you are going to want to produce a Work
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File and Statistics first.  The Statistics File will show you the number of inserted, deleted
and reformatted lines.  The Statistics File will also tell you whether or not you have any
merge conflicts and will help you estimate the size of the effort to resolve the conflicts
and merge the changes. The Work File allows you to  preview the merged output and
correct any merge conflicts by editing the file.  The Work File is used to generate the
final Merge File.  Once the code has been merged, whether automatically or by first
reviewing and resolving conflicts in the Work File,  the merged source code can be
stored back into your Software Configuration Management (SCM) system.   The
merged source then becomes the basis for any future modifications to or compiling of
the source part.

The IBM Merge Tool:

y Assists project managers with analysis, providing the details required to accurately
determine what resources are needed for the consolidation effort.

y Assists developers in identifying changes being merged.
y Assists developers in isolating source code conflicts and resolving those conflicts.
y Assists developers in the actual consolidation of independently coded versions of a

source part.

For more information on the IBM Migration Utility for z/OS and OS/390, visit our web
site at  www.software.ibm.com/ad/sclmsuite/mergetool or contact:
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